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Pizza@ Signs Franchisee for Puerto Rico
St. Petersburg, FL-- Pizza@ USA, Inc. has announced the signing of its newest franchisee in
Canovanas Puerto Rico. Karma Inc, recently secured the rights to open the first Pizza@ in the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico paving the way for more on the island in the near future.
Karma, Inc -A Puerto Rico based entertainment and restaurant group owned by Justin Turri, had
been considering the venture for some time. “I had my first Pizza@ experience while in Tavares
Florida on business in 2016. I was very impressed with the operation and of course blown away
by the pizza", said Justin Turri, Karma's CEO. “As a result of hurricane Maria I had the
opportunity to expand the restaurant offerings of the multi-million dollar expansion and
redevelopment of my property underway at The Outlet at Route 66 in the city Canovanas and can
think of no better place to bring the first pizza@ location to Puerto Rico.”
“We’re pleased to have Justin and his entire team as the newest members of the Pizza@ family,”
commented Johnny Peterson, the company’s COO. “On a recent site visit we were extremely
impressed with the entire operation, the vision and the team behind it.” Pizza@'s CEO Troy
Barton added that additional expansion in on the island and Caribbean may be on the horizon.
“Justin's vision of pizza@ expansion in Puerto Rico and on other nearby island nations and
Central America where he already does business made him a must have partner for our
origination. - we are ecstatic to say the least."
Currently six pizza@ restaurants are under construction or operating in Florida, with two locations
being franchises. The first pizza@ was started in Orlando's Artegon Marketplace in 2015, a property
owned formally by the Belz family, the previous owners of The Outlet at Route 66 in Puerto Rico.
More information can be found at www.pizza-at.com/franchise.

